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ABSTRACT

Several approaches fox tbe derivation of coviridnce .in&Knuitiao
datt files (EFF2 and ENDF/B-VT) have been developed and used at IRK and ORNL
respectively. Considerations, governing the choice of a distinct method depending on
the quantify and qualify of available data are presented, advanlageVd&advaatages are
discusted And examples of results are given,

1. Introduction

The pre dominant part of the data contained in evaluated nuclear data files has
been derived by nuclear model calculations with parameters adjusted to fit existing
experimental data oo olosoly as possible. This is doe to the icquirtiue^t of complctcim*
( many of tbe quantities needed have not been measured at all ) and consistency ( the
data files have numerous required constraints, e.g. partial cross sections have to sum up
exactly to totals ) . As all model calculations have to admit some approximations, there is
no overall good fit to ell experimental data and we have thus to accept model- and
situationspedfic uncertainties, which are not generally provided by the model codes.

Nevertheless there is an urgent requirement from applications, to have reliable
uncertainty and covari xnee information available. Thus cvaluators have to develop some
means of estimating these numbers from other sources of information and/or evidence.

2. General approaches to derivation of uncertainty components

2.1. Vie rigorous method

This method is mentioned here only for completeness: If a Sufficient number of
experimental data exists, which all have a complete table of all relevant uncertainty
contributions with them, separated into components, which are fully correlated each, but
mutually independent, one may construct the full covariance matrix by applying a
suitable uncertainty propagating code, e.g. GLUCS1. Unfortunatly this is possible only
for some "standard cross sections", which have been subject to extensive analysis due to
their importance.



2.2. Few experimental data available

The most frequently encountered situation is, that several data(sets) exist, which
have served also for fitting the nuclear model parameters, but which do not provide
adequate information on uncertainty and mostly nothing at ail on correlations. Tic
problem for the ^valuator then is, to deduce from this incomplete information sufficient
evidence to construct the full covarianot matrix in a way, which does certainly not
underestimate, but also not largely overestimate uncertainties and correlations.

Up to the 1980th authors rarely supply much more thon uncertainties from
counting statistics. Sometimes some infoimation on uncertainties of some corrections
e.g. for dead-time and background is given in addition. The former are certainly short-
range correlated (SR) contributions, the latter may give rise to medium range (MR)
contributions, which will be discussed later. As a first approach plotting of the data will
already reveal much of the extraclable information.

When reaction cross sections are grouped into rather narrow "energy-bins",
scatter of the data inside each Of the groups will reflect mainly SR correlated uncertainly
components. Inconsistencies within energy groups will indicate the presence of
additional uncertainty components, not taken into account ui the uncertainty declared by
the authors.

If we calculate mean cross sections over such energy groups and plot ihese
together with the data, we can get more information. Most obviouffarc long-range (LR)
correlations, caused by e.g. normalization errors, uncertainties in the determination of
sample properties and irradiation- or measuiment-geomctry. They manifest themsclfes
in a regular shift of the excitation curve towards one side of the mean, i.e. (he sum of all
residua deviates more than the given uncertainty from zero

I Si (<*neaw - Oj) | > Ul)C (L.group index) ( 1 )

for a certain data set, a representing the cross section o(E) at a given incident
particle energy.

If energy groups are chosen to span a few MeV each, dements of a partial
covarknee matrix representing MR correlations may be estimated for data sets:

( (Otoiean,»ll - CTmM0^ei)/«>meiivall)2 (2)

i is a group index like in (1). For calculating the off-diagonal elements of this
partial covariance matrix an assumption has to be made on a function reflecting the
decrease of correlation with increasing difference in Incident particle energy. A rough
estimate of the half-width of such a function may be derived from the changes of sign
of trje residua as a function of energy.

' v 'AsiiaS been pointed out by Peclle2, with some precautions and under favourable
conditions (several nondiscrcpant data sets of equal quality over the whole energy
range) one might even deduce a reasonable full covariance matrix from the scatter of the
data by applying the formula

Oj.aJi) (crj.sei-oj Bii) ( 3)



where the Wset and Wjj are set weights and combined weights which have to be
assigned properly by the evaluator, i and j indicate energy groups.

2.3. Data from model calculations only

If for an excitation function there are (almost) only data from model calculations
available, the evaluator may not have recouiSe to any statistical assisteuce. He is left in
fact with two options:

- decide from insight into the model calculation (assumptiocs, approximations,
sensitivity to parameter choices, etc) on the expected uncertainly of results, i.e. make an
"advanced guess", or

- try to find at least some evidence on predictive power and uncertainty of
various types of model calculations. This may be possible, if solutions for the same data
representation problem by different (fairly) independent models are available.
Differences in the model-calculated results, all assumed to be derived with the best
parameters for the respective model, are then likely to reflect the attainable precision of
prediction. A practical application of this assumption will be shown in section S.

3. Requirements for processing and future update of c©variance information

'While generating covariance matrices for evaluated nuclear data files one always
has to bear in mind the destination and future evolution of these data. Approximate
methods, which we are talking about, will create a startup and first approximation to
uncertainties to be supplemented by more and more experimental data later on. Two
aspects are of main concern in this context:

3.2. Keeping sufficient freedom to allow for modifications by future high precision
measurements

Cross sections for a certain reaction as a function of incident panicle energy
present two types of information, which are somewhat different in nature. One is
"shape-information11, derived in great detail especially in high (energy-)resoiutkm
measurements, the other is "absolute value" information, related to normalization, flux
determination, reference cross sections etc.. To allow for improvement of the former,
one must avoid strong MR or LR correlations, because these make an excitation func-
tion rigid against twist. Experimental evidence however very often suggests contrary.
Due to computer controlled experiments and data acquisition data can be collected in
long stable runs with statistical uncertainty being only a small fraction of other (highly
correlated) uncertainty contributions. Basing an uncertainty estimate solely on one such
data set - though tempting ~ would create serious problems in future updates.

3.2 The data handling problem related to the size of matrices

The mathematical procedures for propagation of covariance!;, in application
calculations as well as in update codes,luvolye-at least matrix multiplications, to include
new information also requires matrix inversion: ft is therefore highly desirable to keep
the Site of the matrices limited,- to prevent from problems of numerical precision
(rounding errors) arid excessive consumption ef computer time.



The ENDF/B format specification3 allows for different types of presentation of
the coyariance information, distinguished by the "LB-flag" and different "sub-
subscctJons". One might thus break down the whole matrix into SR, MR and LR
components and store those efficiently in separate sub-subscctions, e.g. with LB=0 or
LB=-1, with different energy grids. This would result in 3 considerable reduction of
matrix dimensions for applications, where it is not required to restore the full covanance
matrix. Evaluation codes, however, have up to now no provision for decomposition of
the covariance matrix after processing of new data and would end up in any case with a
huge matrix, based on the union energy grid. One might therefore be forced to
compromise already at the estimate stage and design a full covariance matrix (LB=5
flag) with a reduced (with respect to cross section data) number of energy groups.

4. Methods used at ORNL

Forced by application requirements - uncertainty assessment in design parame-
ters of fusion reactors - procedures were developed for the generation of covariances
for ail reactions given in file 3 of ENDF/B-VI for tht isotopes of Cr, Fe, Ni, Cu and Pb.
Four approaches have been used, depending upon the quantity and quality of available
experimental data.

4.1. Rigorous method

For a total of 6 reactions, where sufficient experimental data with complete
uncertainty information were available, a Bayesian analysis using the GLUCS code was
demo, using ENDF/B V QD a prior. Thic procedu.' provides updated croefc cectionc and
complete covariances (LB=5 in ENDF/B terms) on an energy grid with a moderate
number of groups.

mariTHvmtnl Untn

SR and LR correlations have been assembled using separate sub-subsections of
file 33 with LB=1 flag. The fractional components were assigned usmg cither the
procedures explained in section 2.2. or available information on measurement- and
normalization uncertainties etc.. An absolute component for the whole energy range
from threshold to 20 MeV was included using a LB=0 sub-subsection if the reaction
has cross section values which differ by orders of magnitude, as e.g. at total cross
section minima, near threshold or at high incident energies. This absolute component
was typically taken as a percentage Of the smallest cross section value in the file,
varying between 5% for large cross section minima and over 100% for reactions with
minima « 1 mb.

4.3, Cross section data from model calculations

Several of the evaluated excitation functions depend predominantly on TNG
calculations4- In this case SR uncertainties have been assigned according to table 1:

TfcbfeJ.Estimatechincertaialies as i function of cross section

500 < X
100 < X
3 0 < X

X

X (mtf)F'

<500
-<1OO
< 30

standard fjcyi/yiftri
10%
15%
20%

&30%



A LR uncertainty component (one energy interval from threshold to 20 MeV)
was then assigned by using one half of the minimum value of the SR component.
Subsequently the SR uncertainties were divided by two to compensate for the effective
removal of the LR component.

The ENDF/B specifications require a sub-subsection with LB=8 to ensure that
processed covariance matrices are positive-definite. This was done by taking a fraction
F from the SR covariance component and multiplying this value by the square of the
cross section for the appropriate energy interval from file 3. The SR values were then
finalized by taking (1-F) times the initial SR components. The fraction F chosen was
0.01 for the total, clastic, nonclastic and capture cross section, 0.1 for all other reactions.
The choice of a small fraction is important in cases, where the energies in file 3 arc
close together, since the processed group variance from an LB=8 sub-subsection is
inversely proportional to the group width.

VARjj = Fk*dEk/dEj (4)

where dEfc is the width on the file 33 grid, while dEj is on the file 3 grid. This
would lead to unreasonably high stamtoni deviations if e g filr. "W nsrs MrV-gronrw
and file 3 point distances of keV or less.

4.4. "Derived" covariances for MT = 1, 2, 3 and 4

"Derived" in ENDF/B context means, that a cross section may be determined by
summing up other (given) cross sections. Consequently its uncertainties may be
calculated from the uncertainties of the other cross sections. This is indicated in file 33
by giving "NC type" sub-subsections instead of "NI type" sub-subsections which give
covariances or correlations explicitly. The method of giving "NC type* sub-subsections
may thus take advantage of any existing constraints among the various cross sections. In
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The choice of a Small fraction is important in cases, where the energies in file 3 are
close together, since the processed group variance from an LB=8 sub-subsection is
inversely proportional to the group width.

VARjj = Fk 'dEk/dEj (4)

where dEk is the width on the file 33 grid, while dEj is on the file 3 grid. This
would lead to unreasonably high standard deviations if e.g. file 33 uses MeV-groups
and file 3 point distances of keV or less.

4.4. "Derived* covarianccsfor MT =1,2,3 and 4

"Derived" in ENDF/B context means, that a CIXJSS section may be determined by
summing up other (given) cross sections. Consequently its uncertainties may be
calculated from the uncertainties of the other cross sections. This is indicated in file 33
by giving "NC type" sub-subsections instead of "NI type" sub-subsections which give
covari&uccs or coriclalioni explicitly. The method of giving "NC type" sub-subsections
may thus take advantage of any existing constraints among the various cross sections. In
to? cas* of thh ORNL sMy *he following consi&ratiaus hav? kad to a "mixed"
representation with "NCtype" and "NTT type" suh-*uhsectinns

a. The total cross section (MT=1) uncertainties are generally well known at thermal
energies, in the resonance region, and up to 20 MeV.

b. The elastic scattering cross Section (MT=2) uncertainties are generally well known
at thermal energies and in (he resolved fesoflarice fcglort, but nor from the end of the
resolved reseiunce wslon ro KV>«HI M P V ^ I « to srp.»cu»re which ecairs as a r«uU of
obtaining (filc)3/(MT)2 from 3/1 - 3/3.

c. The nonelastic cross section (MT=3) uncertainties up to the threshold of the first
reaction are given by the capture cross section uncertainties, and above the threshold are
defined by data and model uncertainties.

U. The total inelastic tioss section (MT-4) uncertainties may bt estimated more
accurately from the unccrtaiDtio3 for the nonclnttic and Other partol comp0ncnt3 Of the
nonelastic than obtaining simply by summing uncertainties given for MT = 51-91,
which may be large.



Wifh these considerations in mind the uncertainties for MT = 3 are given as
derived (33/102) from 1.E-5 eV to the threshold of the first reaction and explicitly,
based on uncertainties estimated from data and optical model, for the rest of the energy
range up to 20 MeV.

The uncertainties for MT = 4 are derived from threshold to 20 MeV as (33/3 -
33/16 33/22 33/28 33/102 33/103 ...)

For the elastic cross section MT = 2 uncertainties from l .E-5 eV to close to the
first resonance arc given explicitly to ensure the correct thermal uncertainty, then to the
first reaction threshold derived at (33/1 33/102), and from threshold to 20 MoV arc
derived as (33/1 - 33/3).

ji uuuiJUJiijliuu fin UJU lulul uiuuu uuuiiuu filT 1 uw uyuuifiuil tfuiiiuil iw
33/2 I 33/L02 for the region where it is explicitly in MT « 2. For the rest of the energy
range uncertainties are given explicitly, based on experimental data.

5. Methods used at IRK

At the IRK a research project, supported by the Commission of the European
Commuaitys Fusion Technology Programme, with the goal of deriving covanance
information for th* moet important reactions of th< main isotopes of the structural
materials, Cr-52, Fc-56, Ni-58 and Ni-60 as given is the European Fusion File
(EFF5), has been carried out The method chosen * cmnpanMjn of different independent
evaluations ** bad been suggested by HL Vonach^ 1987 and has been mentioned in
section 2.3.

Foi all four isotopes four evaluations of equal quality have been performed in
Japan (JENDL~3)7, U.S. (ENDF/B-VI)3, U.S.S.R. (BROND)& and Europe (EFF)
approximately at the same time. Alt these evaluations are based on about the Same
experimental date bass and the Game knowledge of nuclear reaction theory. Thus their
results represent the cross section predictions of four independent experienced experts
based on our present experimental and theoretical knowledge. It can be expected that all
important uncertainties in the evaluation process, such as different judgement of the
quality of different experimental data sets, use of different parametrizatlons in the
nuclear reaction models, uncertainties in the preferred input parameters e.g. level
densities and use of slightly different approaches concerning the description of direct
and preequilibrium processes will manifest themselves as differences between the four
evaluations. Fig. 1 may serve to illustrate this situation.

We have therefore adopted as our working hypothesis, that these evaluations
constitute a quasi-Statistical ensemble and the uncertainty of the.EFF Cross sections in
question is approximately given by the maximum difference tb any of the remaining
three evaluations. As we define our uncertainties in the usual way as effective standard
deviations, this is a quite conservative assumption, since we admit a chance of st least
35%, that the "true cross section value" may be found outside the "band" spanned by the
four evaluations. In absence uf mure precise meLtuxlK fur the uncertainty estimates we
decided however, thai this safety margin was necessary.

In order 10 actually iiupkuieut (lie method plots weie uiade coiupaiuig (lie four
evaluations for each of the four isotopes and the reactions characterized by the



following ENDF/B "MT" numbers: MTlftotal), MT3<non), MT4(jnel), MT16(n#2jn),
MT28(n,np), MT5l(n,nl), MT102(n,v), MTlO3(n,p) and MT107(n,tt).
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Pig. 1: Comparison of 5 2 Q inelastic cross sections in various evaluated data files.

By looking al fig. 1, we can also state, that there is certainly some correlation,
but generally not extending over energy ranges of more than 5 MeV. After close
inspection of a total of 45 sets of excitation functions we decided to describe the
correlations between the cross section uncertainties by a gaussian distribution function
with a half-width of 4 MeV. The choice of the correlation function determined in turn
to a large extent the energy grid for the representation, ef the covariance matrices.
Adjacent energy bins of 1 McV width arc 84% correlated, thus intervals smaller;than £
MeV arc certainly of no practical use. For future improvement 5y adding new
information it appeared, however, favorable to use not too crude a structure. We
therefore decided to use an energy, grid of 28-T>ins, identical for all excitation functions,
with J> MeV bins from the resonance region up to 6 MeV, then 1 MeV groups up to 13
MeV, again .5 McV groups for the important energy range up to IS MeV and 1 MeV
bins beyond.

Lead by experience from updating such an evaluation by experimental dara9 we
have recently slightly modified this decision. It appeared more appropriate to introduce
a "sliding width" for the correlation distribution function, starting with 1 MeV at 1 McV
incident particle energy, to leave more freedom for shape improvements, as discussed in
section 3.1. Consequently also the energy grid was refined to 0.2 MeV bins up to 3
MeV, leading to a toted of 41 energy groups now.



6. Examples of results

A few examples may demonstrate the results produced at ORNL ?
respectively. Data for 56Fc (n,p) have at Oak Ridge been derived by the rigorous
method, data for 56pe (n,2n) by deducing uncertainties from the scatter of experimental
data. All data from IRK have been Mtimarfirt by comparing independent model
calculations as outlined in section 5.

Table 2 and 3 present numerical data from Oak Ridge. Differences in the range
of correlations produced by different methods caa nicely b l d

2 Cov»ri4n<:< information for the isfe(n,p) cross section
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Table 3. Covarinnce information for the i6Fe(f>, 2n) cross section
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Fig. 2 compares graphically the respective uncertainty assignments, fig. 3 is a cot
through the covariance matrix at En = 14.1 MeV. The IRK estim?t? for the width nf ihe
uncertainty distribution function is somewhat larger than with the ORNL GLUCS result,
while in fig. 4 - estimate &<w» scatter - only LR correlations have bwn assigned
differently.



Fig* 2: Comparison of uncertainty
estimates from IRK and ORNL
The "true value" indicates the
uncertainty at 14 MeV, derived by
a rigorous evaluation Of *11
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7. Conclusion

Several methods are available to evsi^tors for i*. "preliminary" assignment of
covarianocs to nuclear reaction cross sections. Tie methods arc sufficiently simple to be
used quite generally and have proven to produce reasonable results in the hands of
experienced physicists. This seems to introduce a quite subjective component, it is,
however, indispensable in view of the numerous situations where incomplete
information has to be complemented by well funded estimates.
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